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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Edwin EP Ecuador has contributed to the dictionary with 1 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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longa en quichua
The word Longo is not in Kichwa "Longo" is a word of what remained of the Caneri language which, after the Inca
conquest, was lost as they imposed the Quichua of the Inca empire.  The meaning of "longo" is boy/girl ( Young).  Few
terms of other language that were mixed with quichua have remained among the peoples present before the Inca and
Spanish conquests, some are still pronounced and sometimes the meaning is not known.  For this reason it has even
been used as a pellorative term but in reality it is not.  Rather it has been used in indigenous songs as part of the verses
and coplas to the young woman and the young man. According to research Los Cañaris were present in what are now
the Provinces of the Mountains such as: Cañar, Azuay, north of Loja, south of Chimborazo, and the province of El ORO
on the coast of Ecuador. In kichwa boy or young is WAMPRA that Spanish we say Huambra


